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Calcium-aluminum-rich indunions (CAI) am generally conriderod to be the product of uyrtallbation of a liquid droplet 
in the solar nebula Them is, however, considerable evidence that many CAI have a compl~t  origin involving a variety of 
pnxesw [1,2,3]. Recently, two studies have conduded that spinel-fm inlandr in a type B1 CAI from Allmde 
(NMNH 6241) are remnants of xenolith that were incorporated into a liquid of type Bl  comporition [lJ]. Thb report 
presents the preliminary petrographic and electron microprobe rarults of a study of USNM 36292, a mcond Allende type B1 
indurion containing at least one large spinel-fma irland. f i e  rarults of thir study suggest that low 
equilibdion h u  played a role in the petrogenuu of 36292. 

PETROGRAPHY. Approximately one quarter of a type B1 CAI appndmateiy 2 em in diameter is revealed in the thin 
wt ion  of 36292. The indurion har a typical type B l  taxtura and composition, with a 1-2 mm mantle of malilite + spinel + 
pyroxene surrounding a core of pyroxene + anorthik + malilite + rpinel. The inclurion contdnr the typical Allende type B1 
alteration. The spinel-rich core of the indudon endow a shvply dafiied 3 x 1 mm spinel-free island. The island is 

comporad of appmxhately 60% Ti-rich pyroxene, 20% d k ,  20% anorthik, and 10% alteration end is similar in 
appearance and mineralogy to inlandr in 5241 [I]. Pymunw in tho island are conerntridy soned. Melilik occm mostly 
u a single 1.5 X 035 mm uystal (- Ak 66) containing a &ring of anhedml pyroxene blab within its core. Anorthik is 
p-t as two 1 mm l a t h  and ar wveral d e r  cryatah. A very significant feature of the core is a 1.5 x 0.75 mm 
concentrically soned, euhedml pyroxene K i t e d  by the inland b o u n d y  (Fig. 1). The pyroxene a n t a i m  euhedral spinah 
that comprha a b u t  50% of the volume of the spinel-rich portion of the crystal. 

M I N E W  CHEMISTRY. Representative electron microprobe anal- of the K i  pyroxene ugrtal are shown in 
Table 1. The chemical mning in the crystal is revealed dong traveme A-A' (Fig. 2). Figure 2a show a continuour mning 
p a t h  for Ti from rim to core. Thb typicd 10- pattarn k nwerprintad" by an abrupt change in Al, Si and Mg at the 
island boundary. The trandr in Pi- 2 indicate that Si + Mg and perhapa Ti+S am suktituting for Al. The fact that the 
change occura at p d l y  at the island boundary indicates that the compcaition is controlled by the presence of spinel and 
is not a rarult of n o d  CAI pyroxene mning. The Al eoncantmtion is rubstantially lower in the spinel-rich mne. Thir 
suggests that during growth of the pyroxene the liquid may have been locally depleted in Al by spinel. However, thb trend 
could .ko be explained by ~utmolidur diffusion and equilibration or growth of spinel. AUende Ti-rich furaitea typically 
contain high lev& of ~i". Pi- 2c show the distribution of T ? ~  dong A-A'. The fact that the T?' is g e n d y  
higher in the region with lower Al suggests that  TI+^ may have mplacod Al in the pyroxene. A suggestion of higher ~ i + '  in 
the spinel-rich wnes WM reported for 5241 [I]. The c o d t i o n  of the spin& in 35292 in typical of type B1 indwionr and 
shows equilibration of rpinel with hort pyroxane, u previourlp reported (31. 

DISCUSSION. It has been dunonskated that the bulk comporitionr of the spinal-free Man& in 5241 am significantly 
different from the bulk cornpaition of the rest of the indumion [IS]. Preliminary results indicate the same to be true for the 
spinel-free island in 35292. Thir d e s  out the pomibity that theso islandr are simply the remnants of spinel-free regions in 
an o t h d  unifonn liquid of type Bl  cornpaition [1,2]. A likely explanation proposed by El Go- et al. [I] is that spinel 
free islandr are xenolith incorporated into a liquid of type B1 compoeition. It war a h  propowl, based on major and trace 
elemant chemimtxy and textural arguments, that the liquid cooled relatively dowty (0.5"C to 10"C/hour). Slow cooling, 
however, memr to be incompatible with the abrupt change in composition at the island boundary in 36292. The evidence 
presented in thb rtudy ruggerk an alternative explanation. A likely f o m t i o n  pavema would indude the following stagar: 
1) incorporation of xenolith materid into a liquid, 2) ayrt.lliution during cooling that was rapid enough to preserve the 
initial xenolith rhapa and chemical rignatursr, and 3) low t e m p d u e  equilibration that produced werprintod chemical 
gradients and equilibration of spinel with pyroxene. If the crystal grew solely by unifonn cooling from a d t ,  one would 
expect to sea a n o d  mning panem for CAI pyroxene. This is indeed the case for Ti, but the abrupt change in the 
chemistry at the island boundary, as #sn in Figure 2 would require that K)W components in the malt rere unable to move 
acsou the boundary. This could be because of a physical barrier (e.g. the spinel), becaw of depletion of Al in the liquid 
during crystahation of spinel + pyroxane, or rimply because cooling was rapid. It d a a  not appear, however, that the 
spatial density of spinel grains at the island boundary is p a t  enough to prevent migration of components through a liquid. 
Depletion of Al in the liquid due to uyr tahat ion of spinel + pymxem should be reflected by an Al gradient on the spinel- 
free aide of the boundary, The chemical discontinuity, however, is extremely abrupt. The above evidence suggests that 
cooling would have to be rapid if the pyroxane forrued by liquid crystallisation. A rapid cooling rate, however, is not 
compatible with the model proporad by MacPhu~on et al. [2] to explain REE comporitionr in 5241. In their model, 95% 
auimilation of a xenolith ir required to produce the observed REE pattarnr. This would require significant mixing of the 
xenolith component with the liquid and should remove any sharp chemical gradients at the boundary. A more likely 
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alternative u 'that the sharp chemical gradients observed in 35292 are tho result of subcolidus equilibration and possibly 
gtowth of spinel at a relatively low temperatum. Equilibration of spinel with hoat pyroxene crystals [S, and this study] 
favors of a suholidu process. Crystallisation axperimenk at cooling rates between 1°c/hour to 1 0 ~ ~ / h o u r  (10 to 200 
Roum) produced spinels with Ti02 concentratio& of ~ 0 . 2  wt. % with no apparent variation due to cooling rate or bulk 
composition [4,5]. Thh suggeate that 0.2 % T i e  ir the h u m  concentration for spinel crystalliring from a type B liquid. 
This also appears to be the upper Emit-of the concentration of Ti02 obruved H natural type B spinels enclosed in' Ti free 
phases (melilite and anorthite). It further suggests that the equilibration of spinel with endoring pyroxene (0.2 % to 0.8% 
TiO2) would require considerably longer to achieve than 200 hourr and at much slow cooling d e s  the preservation of rharp 
& d c d  and physical boundaries observed in 35292 sad 6241 cannot be accounted for. The textural and & d e a l  features 
obrarvd in both 35292 and 5241 suggest rubrolidrv equilibration and/or maystallbation at low temperstures. This 
proecsr rtill requires that the spinal-free islands and the spinel-rich core ba derived from different sources as proposed by 
El Gomsy et ale [I], but it does not require that the xenolith mrkrial be introduced into a liquid. 
REFERENCES: [l] El Gorary, A., Armstrong, J.T., and W.uuburg, G J.,(l986). Geoehim. Coamoehim. Acta 49, 2433; [2] 
Mdher ron ,  G.J., Crosas, G., and Lundberg, L.L.,(1989) Gcochim. Cormoehim. Acta 53. 2413; [S] Meeker, G.P., 
Wauerburg, G.J., and h t m n g ,  J.T.,(1983). Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta 47, %07;[4] Stolper E., and Paque, do,  (1986) 
Gcoehim. Coamochim. Acta. 50, 1785; [5] Paque, J. personal communication. 
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Table 1. Representative analyses of pyroxene 
(Figure 1) from the spinel-rich region (1 and 2) 
and the spinel-free region (3 and 4). 
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Figum 1. Drawing of a pyroxane grain in 35292 rhowing the 
spinal-freo idand bound y b i t i n g  the cyrtal. The spinel 
-rich region is at the lower portion of the f w .  Traveme 
A-A' is shown axtanding Prom lower left to upper right. 
Pigum 2. Chemical trends along t r a v ~ .  A-A' (Fig. 1) 
rhowing a) major element chemistry, b) cation ratior, and c) 
percentage of T ? ~  . 
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